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ABOUT SERVE AND THE HOT TOPICS SERIES . . .

SERVE, the SouthEastern RegiocarVision for Eckication, is a coalition of educators,
business leaders, governors, and policymakers who are seeking comprehensive and
lasting improvement inploation in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, folssisidppl, North Carolina,
and South Catufin9. The name of the Laboratory reflects a commitment to mating a
shared vision o.filie future of ecklcation in the Southeast.

The miosion of SERVE is to provide leadership, support, and research to assist state and
locai efforts in improving educational outcomes, especially for at-risk and rural stuckmts.

Laboratory goals are to

address critical issues in the region,
work as a catalyst for positive change,
serve as a broker of exemplary research and practice, and
become an invaluable source of information for individuals working to promote systemic
educational improvement.

In order to focus the work of the laboratory and maximize its impact, SERVE will emphasize
one of the national goals established by the President and National Governors' Association
for regional attention each year:

YEAR 1:
YEAR 2:
YEAR 3:
YEAR 4:
YEAR 5:

Improve Math, Science, and Computer Education
Provide Safe, Drug-Free Schools
Increase the Graduation Rate
Improve Student Achievement ant Citizenship
Expand Adult Literacy and Lifelong Learning

The remaining national goal, ensuring that all children ars ready to begin school, is being
addressed through a special, three-year project.

SERVE offers a series of publications entitled Hot Topics: Usable Research. These
research-based publications focus on issues of present relevance and importance in
education in the region and are practical guidebooks for educators. Each is developed with
input from experts in the field, is focused on a well-defined subject, and offers useful
information, resources, descriptions of exemplary programs, and a list of contacts.

Several Hot Topics are developed by SERVE each year. The following Hot Topics are now
either presently avaqable or under development:

Schools for the 21st Century: New Roles for Teachers and Principals
Comprehensive School Improvement
Problem-Centered Learning in tikithematics and Science
Increasing Female and Minority Partidpation In Mathematics and Science
Parent and Community Involvement in Early Childhood Education
Facilitating Family Involvement for a Better Bottom Line: A Guidebookfor Businesses



Cocaine Mies: Coping in the Ckosroom with Substance-Exposed Children
Using Technology to Restrwture Teaching and Learning
Learning By Serving: Service LeanIng and other School-Based Community SerViCe

Programs
Collaboratirg to Meet the Needs of Children, Families, and Communities
Outcome-Based Education
Preventing Stmlent Drug Use and Violence

TO RECEIVE COPIES: To request pitkfications or to join the SERVE mailing fist (everyone
on the mailing fist will nneive announcements about Laboratory pubfications), contact the
SERVE office in Tallahassee (address below).

Collaboration and networking are at the heart of SERVE% mission, and the Laboratory's
structure is itself a model of collaboration. The Laboratory has four offkas in the region to
better serve the needs of state and local education stakeholcbrs. The contract
management and research and development office is located at the School of Ethecation,
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The Laboratory's information office, affiliated
with the Florida Department of Education, is located in Tallahassee. Field service offices
are located in Atlanta, Greensboro, Tallahassee and on the campus of Data State
Univsrsity in Cleveland, Mississippi. Addresses are provided below.

SERVE
P.O. Box 5367
Greensboro, NC 27435
919-334-3211; 800-755-3277
FAX: 919-334-3268

Roy Forbes, Executive Director
Nick Nicholson, Deputy Director

SERVE
41 Marietta Street, NW
Suite 1000
Atlanta, GA 30303
404-577-7737; 800-659-3204
FAX: 404-577-7812

SERVE
345 & Mtwara Drive, Site D-23
Tallahassee, FL 32301-2950
904-922-2300; 800-352-6001
FAX: 904-922-2286

Dorothy Routh, Deputy Director

SERVE
Deka State University
Box 3121
Cleveland, MS 38733
601-846-4400; 800-326-4548
FAX: 601-846-4016
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The primary purpose of eckicational reform is to improw the qua*/ of teacting and
Warning in classrooms. The need for reform is espedally urgent in mithematics and
sdence because we must better prepare students to five and work in a raplcny changing,
technological society. A recent survey of managers of one of this :Won's largest high-tech
employers concluded that this conpany's grestest demand was for people who can work in
teams to solve problems. The focus of woblem-centeled teaming Is to encourme and
enable students to work together to examine probkos wtOch may have maple or open-
ended solutbnsproblems similar to those that students will face throughout their lives.
While recognizing that this strategy coal be Lind to teach individual students, small
groups, or whole classes, this publication focuses on to research-endorsed method of
problem-centered learning which uses small-grow exploration and whole-class dscussion
to teat students new concepts and problem-solving

Problem-Centered Learning in Mathematics and SC01703 is intended as a resource and
guide to NO teachers integrate a problem-centered approach into their curricula. It
outlines the typical components of problem-centered mathematics and science ativities,
and offers practical suwestions, examples, and resources to assist this endeavor.
'Dynamite Ideas° highlight exemplary, problem-centered !awning programs from across
the nation. The teachers who practbe this approach believe that they are teating more
effectively and that their students are learning more. This 1-bf Topics publication also
discusses research which details the need for and benefits of problem-centered learning.

This document can be used by teachers, curriculum specialists, professional development
coordinators, administrators, and teacher educators in implementing problem-centered
teaming and encounving others to motto it. Tea:tors should find the implementation
suggestions and lesson exampkos useful in changing their approach to teaching
mathematics and science. Those who plan staff development and inservice activities may
use information in this Hot Topics to design workshops on problem-centered learning.
Teacher eckicators could include this publication in suggested reacfing materials on
mathematics or science teaching strategies. And administrators and others can use the
information in this document to plan school- or system-wide improvements in the way
mathematics and science are taught

Research findirvas from psychology indicate that traditional methods ofteachingwhich
view the student as a passive absorber of information who learns" materialthrough
repeated practice and reinforcementare not satisfactory for most contexts (Resnick,
1987). Low scores on standardized tests seem to suggest that students at all levels are
unable to make sense of number problems, though they have suppcsedly practiced and
solved hundreds of them prior to tests ("Math Skills," 1991). Furthermore, scores on

10



standaidzed sdence Nets suggest that students are not making sense of edema
concepts or problem-solving strategies (Carnegie Fotmdation, 1983). The National
Assessment cf Educed lonal Progress' (NAEP) report card on education in the nation found
that one-third of aghth graders cannot solve probionns that have more than one step, and
haN of al tweNth graders *appear to have an understockig of mathematics that does not
extend much beyond sirrpie problem solving with whole ntmthers* (Mut), Dossey, Owen,
& PhinOs, 1991, pp. 7-8). These data canra be ignored; tradtional methods of teactOng
mathematics and science are Wing to teach most students how to solve problems even
tibugh they will need this skill in order to furction effectively in society.

%bed Gagne (1980)--a bng-time proponent of problem-solving instructimbeNeves that
the °central point of eckication Is to teach pecq:de to think . . . to become better problem
solvers,* and emphasizes that research on cognitive ;messes indcates that thinking and
problem solving can be taught. Gagne concbdes, If that is so, why are we not doing irr
(1980, p. 65). Many teadlers Ere teaching their students to think and solve problems, but
allteachers can benefit from enrichim their instructirm with a problem-centered
perspective. Problem-centered learning will provide teachers with a mains of tewhing
their students to think, because it insists won active participation by students which will
he0 them to learn and understand concepts in mathematics and science.

The push is citerly on for improved achievement in mathematics and science. These
arbjects were recognized as so signiftant that they became the foam of one of our
national pais. Teachers will be opected to revise their approates to teaching these
subjects. Fortunately, the methods involved in a problem-centered learning activity am not
new to most mathematics and science teachers; teachers have bng used methods such as
hands-on learning, problem solving, cooperative learning, and peer teaching, all of which
are components of problem-centered learning. Furthermore, problem-centered learning is
easy for teachers to use; it involves skills that most teachers have devebped, such as
asking open-ended westions, managing small groups, arxIfacilitating dscusstns.
Probkrm-centered learning con*ines these methods and teaching skills into a construct for
teaching mathematics and science.

1. I
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cen of paint by prying Lo the N. Orice the students flawed out under which rim to place
the screwdriver, they wened all of the cans csi the table hi short order. The students with
the crowter and nalW hal greater Mouth% None of the students in this group was
familiar with the tool. They tried hooking the curved end under Dm nail, standirv on the
board and plfing up, but when even the strongest Itudent in the group was
unsuccessful they were moved to attenvt a new strategy. Through trial and ermr, the
group eventually &covered how to hook the =star under the nail and push down on
the other erKi of the crowbar to remove the mdi.

Similarly, the other groups tried various methods until ea% task had been completed
accessfully. Ms. Johnson then reconvened the students for a whole-class discussion.
Each group chose one representative to describe the experiences of that group. Ms.
Johnson prompted the class to &cuss the similarities of the various methods and
suinest what they thought a kwer was. TN) children negotiated the meaning of each
other's explanation and related it to their own observations. Ms. Johnson accepted
each child's contribution. By the end of the period most of the children were able to
expkain in their own words a simple rule for how a lever worts.

Throughout this activity and the attivities that followed on other days, Ms. Johnson
avoided giving chlicken a definition of a lever, yet they had a good, aworldng-
understanding of what a lever was and how it worked.

This exampb ilkastrates most of the components of a typical problem-centered activity,
and will help define problem-centered learning more dearly; information on how to
design problem-amteted lessons is presented in Section II. While this example takes
place in an elementary classroom, the components of problern-centered learning which
are demonstrated in this scenario are applicable at all grade levels.

Problem-centered learrOng relies upon snutli-group interrei and whole-class
negotiation to explore and develop solutions to problems. Problem-centered learnhvg is
especially relevant to mathematics and science teaching because it promotes the
devebpment of problem-solving skills through exploration =I dscovery. In many
situations individuals approach a new task with prior krbwledge, as they assimilate new
information with what they alma* know, they actively make sense of experiences in
their own way. Problem-centered learning encourages studmts to use this process
when they are starting to learn new material, or when they are looking for answers to
their own questions about how the world works.

Most students enter school with an endless list of questions about the world around
them; they are natural scientists. The kinds of questions that students ask every day
provide clues about what they think is interesting and important. Problem-centered
learning allows teachers to use this information to design lessons which will help
students find answers to some of their questions.

13
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bYNAMITE IDEA Fospond o Swden s. Concerns

At University Pktce Elementary In Tuscaloosa, Alaimo* Susan
Smith's rdxed-grule, at-tisk shgfents are encounved 0 explore
questions that hornet them. Fou wan** one mickning students
discovered that some bary squirrels had fallen out of a nest; the
students were worded about the sodrrels and thoLOt that the
mother squirrel should lave hilt a better nest. Ms. Smith
challenged the student, to try to build nests that vAuld better hold
baby squirrels. Teams of students were expected to vixek on this
project outside and to be abk) to pick up their compbted nests arKi
show them to the either groups. The students soon found that
certain materials cid not work very weN, and that it was not easy to
build a stable nest which they could pk* up. One group anunged
materials on top of a karie piece of bark, while another group used
a cement bbck. For a followvp activity, the class went to the
library to find books about squints and nest building.
CONTACT INFORMATION: University Place Elementary School,
221 18th Street, Tuscaloosa (Tuscaloosa City Schools), AL 35401;
(205) 7594884

How is Problem-
Centered Learning
Different from
Traditional Methods
of instruction?

When mathematics and science teachers speak of their
goals for student learning, they often emphasize the
importance of helping students develop problem-solving
skills, indeed, this goal has been long-standing among
science and mathematics educators and scholars
(National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics, 1977;
National Research Council, 1989; Champagne, Lovitts, &
Calinger, 1990; Loucks-Hors* et al., 1990). In 1989,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
specified cuniculum standards for school mathematics in
which the use of "problem-solving approaches to
investigate and understand mathematical content° is
identified as essential in teaching students to become
productive citizens (p. 23). In addition, Project 2061:
Sdence for Ail Americans (American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1989) asserts that young
people learn best through hands-on, problem-centered
activities.

5 1 Li



With the 1991 NAEP results revealing that rruiny students can solve only the simphmt
math and science problem; (Mullis, Dossey, Owen, & Phiftts, 1991), it seems clear that
existing mathematics and science teaching methods are not martin expectation&
Probkrin-centered Warning gives students a process and framework for problem solving,
while introducing concepts and theories.

itivIlchNis

A

piot*Inst

training and prepalaSont
students'
achievement en

After

mathemiattekteases In

tmm the 43rd
percentikir kt the fmni the leth
percentile to the 74th pernUle In grade two. Similar gains were
reported In the other grades.
SOURCE: Wheatley, WM

Several components of problem-centered learning dfferentiate it from traditional
methods. A problem-centered learning approach teaches students three important
learning skills:

A. to dscover concepts and solve problemsinstead of simply readng facts
and then answering textbook questions or completing workbook exercises,

B. to thinknot just to memorize, and
C. to cooperate in small groupsnot to compete against eath other.

A. Teaching Students to Solve Problems
To state that schools need to prepare students to solve problems seems obvious, yet, in
the traditional mathematics or science classroom, meaningful and transferable problem-
soMng instruction rarely takes place. The textbook remains the primary teaching
resource, but most textbooks presently in use actually serve as barriers to teaching
effective problem solving. On a first examination of typical science and mathematics
textbooks, it appears that students are practicing problem-solving skills witt every
assignment. Such textbooks seem to be filled with *problems" for students to solve; in
most mathematics texts one finds page after page of number and word problem% and
science textbooks present students with problems to which concepts must be applied to

6
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obtain a solution. However, many of these °problems" could more accurately be termed
exercises; most are assigned after a period of rjle-oriented instructkm, and merely
require students to identify and apply a prescribed procedure in ortkor to reach a single
solution. In nearly all cases stuthonts learn that there is generally only one right answer
and one specified, corred way to Wain it. If students cannot remember and apply the
rule or algorithm, they cannot solve the problem.

To be sure, direct instruction and rote learning are inseparable components of
mathematics and science education. In order to advance to higher levels of thinking
and problem solving, basic concepts and ideas must be explained, learned, and
remembered. For example, students will not succeed in atebra if ttmiry have not
memorized basic axioms such as thell-S-T° (reflexive, symmetric, and transitive)
properties. However, most concepts and ideas that should be learned in mathematics
and science may be more interesting, more easily appfted, and better rermmbered if
they have been learned through exploration and dscovery. When a problem-centered
approach to learning mathematics and science is used, students who °forget how to do
a problem are able to rtwerate an appropriate set of steps to obtain a solution.

In 1990, the Scx,rth.OarolintkpapartMwd of Education Nbisheda
document entitled OMR Sek*e:. Tewhing Through Inquiry which
encounves tee0ters to invoke Netlidents actively in problem solving
and higher order thhIcingt." TM; iionwh, which they call the
teaming Cycle! invokes thrae Oases. During the eitploration
phase, students work in groupS and use hands-on experiences to
Investive new concepts. ,purInglite concept devektpment phase,
stuchmts store their experiences *th sub other, Iodic for pattern,
and listen W. xpIanet1ot Dmthe ;Scher. Durk* the concvt
application phase, students dtAta new problem using the
inbmation that tny, Imve 0.000 the previots phases. The
teacher Is enctzinVad to Osi ailMiles In this last phase to begin
exploration of new condepts; thriffithe cycle continues. The Learning
Cycle Is being usedsuocesstliyinciassroorre throughout South
Carolina to design and teac0 lessons in science.
CpWrACT INFoRmATIoN: tifitn1. Altman, Science Consultant
*-South Carolinapepartment of Education, Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-8390:

B. Teaching Students to Think
Students who participate in problem-centered activities in school are Warning to develop
and apply thinking skills because they are expected to utilize theirown resources and
experiences when approaching new situations. Beyer (1987) asserts that tewhing
students to think Nips them to do better academically and stay in school. When students
understand the skills they need to *puzzle out" new concepts and accomplish tasks in the
classroom, they achieve more and develop greater self-confidence about their ability to

7
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DYNAMITE IDEA Cooper o o Soke Piobiems

Haying students °overate,
self-confklence are the oaks of one elementary/ mathertmtics
teacher at Villive Oaks Elementary In Immokaktet florid&
Florence DiStefrient (along wkli odor teachers in her school) was
given an introduction to proftm-centered learrin smooches by
staff at the University of Mamis and now uses probkom solving and
studint grays to teach new mathematkm ideas. She focuses
heavily on the development of tith*Ing skills so that,tirlldren [can]
approach a task wthow polatint-ur and toes thinkim puzzles
and manipukttivei regularly. Learning to cooperate is encaunved
by grouping *Wets who Ms. DiStefano belleves "don't
communtate volltogethee Forexample, she once put her four
usually uncooperative group members together for a problem-
solving activity elms they were to destn a pattern. They found
the &Anion before any other gray. Oh. DiStelano beleves that
when these stucOmfa wiNe unabki to step back and rely on
someone else, thriy &covered not only a solution, but abilities that
surprised themselves.
CONTACT AMATIOft Yaatia Oaks Elementary School, 1501
State Rt. 29, immokalee (CQUIer Cotmty). FL 33934; (813)
657-5115

It is evident that problem-centered learning expects teachers and students to do things
differently than in a traditional classroom. Wheatley (1991) outlines the components of
a problem-centered lesson:

In preparing for class a teacher selects tasks which have a high probability
of being problematical for studentstasks which may cause students to
find a problem. Secondly, the students work on these tasks In small
groups. During this time the teacher attempts to convey collaborative
work as a goal. Finally, the class is convened as a whole for a time of
shadng. Groups present their solutions to the class, not to the tastcher, for
discussion. The role of the teacher in these cfiscussions is that of
facilitator and every effort is made to be nonjudgmental and encouraging.
(pp. 15-16)

Teachers are the key to effective problem-centered learning, but they will be even more
successful if they are encouraged by administrators to try problem-centered
approwhes. New programs can be designed which recognize the importance of
teaching students to think and solve problem, and which allow and encourage teachers
to implement problem-centered learning. These teachers will °search for increases in
diversity and creatMty In student responses as they provide a safe, nonjudgmental
classroom environment in which students can risk verbalizing innovative ideas" (Costa
& Lowery, 1989, p. 4).
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We have &ready seen some of the benefits of problem.
centered learning *a students:

They learn to view mathematics and science as meaningful
activities, and are intrinsically motivated to learn these subjects.
They become more confident in their ability to learn
mathematics and science material.
They barn to work with each other and the teacher to expbre
and analyze new information.
They Warn to apply their problem-solving skills to difficult or new
activities within the classroom and outside of school.

Other benefits relate to specific aspects of a problem-centered approach. Small-grow
activities, for instance, boast academic arxi social advantages over individualized seatwork.
By working in small groups, students obtain swport from one amther as they learn. Small
group alivities are *signed to help all members of the group succeednot just the kw/
talented individuals who have always performed welland can be applled at any grade
level of science and mathematics curricula, and in all major topics within those disciplines
(Slavin, 1985). Accorcing to Cat et al. (1991), certain sodal norms exist in and are
necessary for effective, small-group, problem-solving tasks:

persisting to SOWS personally challenging pm toms,
explaining personal solutions to . . . partnelfsl,
listening to and trying to make sense of a partners explanation, [and]
attempting to achieve conwnsus about an answer (p. 7).
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Students working in cooperative groups develop important social skills:
greater self-awareness and self-acceptance,
more positive self-esteem,
better social skills,
better inter-group relations,
increased social acceptance of low-ability students, and
befter communication skills with one another arid with the teacher
(Bri lhart, 1986; Davidson, 1965; Johnson, Johnson, & Maruyama, 1983;
Webb, 1985; Wheatley, 1991).

Students also benefit from whole-class discussions:
Students may learn to explain their own methods better; they *elaborate and
refine their thinking and &open their understancling° (Wheatley, 1991, p. 19).
Through conversation with others, students begin to develop conversations
within themselves; in the future, they will be able to include the results of
internal dialogue in the problem-solving process.
Students learn to make decisions for themselves about solutions by choosing
among many seemingly acceptable possibilities.
Students participate in discussions which model professional problem-solving
conversations; this reinforces problem-centered learning asgood preparation
for life after school (Wheatley, 1984, 1991).

The benefits of problem-centered learning are many. The challenge that mathematics
and science teachers face, then, is integrating problem-centered learning into their

curricula.

Teachers at Oaktmok Elementary in Ladson, South Carolina are
using a hands-on science program which teaches students to
cooperate and *Mho probleMt while Improving their enjoyment of
science. The teachers erste* pincipal, Becky Steady, comixted
a survey at the *Inning OfAheAchool year which found that
science was the school subject. However,
after a year of handS-On stn4digoto'ictivities, a secOnd survey
found that science hw become the Ooond-most favorite. subject.
Martha Parrish, a third grede teacher at Oakbmok, used the

Program Right rneamirentent, and
plant growth. Her studOnts enjoyed the activities (such at a paper
airplane of the important concepts
thro4h how to Kid weight to an airplane
toir
CONTACT Elementary Schoch 4700
Old FOrt Roadi, (Daithesier County), SO 29456
(803) 821-1165



Teachers ertto want to try problem-centered learning MI have
many questions:

What problems are appropriate for problem-centered
Warnirg?
How might a teacher design a lesson using small groups,
and how can the groups be best managed?
What strategies can a teacher use to conduct a whole-
class, problem-soMng discussion?
How ckres a teacher sum student learning after a
problem-centered activity?
What materials are reqtAred to conduct a problem-
centered lesson?
How does a teacher use present textbooks to teach with
a problem-centered perspective?
Will a teacher who implements problem-centered Warning
still be able to cover the entire curriculum?
How can the teacher garner support for this approach
from administration and colleagues?
How r:kres a teacher ensure that all students participate
and contribute positively to the activities of a problem-
centered lesson?

Implementing new teaching strategy is a gradual pocess. It takes time for teachbrs and
students to feel comfortable with any new method, armi teachers should not feel
compelled to incorporate a problem-centered approach into every lesson, right away.
Instead, a transition process should emerge, through which teachers try one component
(such as small-group exploration) and then another (such as an alternative form of
assessment), until entire problem-centered lessons take shape. Although some
textbooks are beirg published which may aid the teacher in inviementing problem-
centered learning, most textbooks and =lariats do not emphasize this approach, and
teachers may need to be =give in revising, refocusing, and reordering lessons and
course materials. Teachers will also be challenged to klentify tasks that embody (*nein
concepts of mathematics or science, and that Mil also be problematic for students.

Some of the questions that teachers may have about how to use problem-centered
learning will be addressed in the following section. But, teachers are bound to have
concerns about how to succeed with a problem-centered wproach when so many
possible obstacles exist. This subsection will discuss some of these olmitacies arxf
provide suggestions for how to address them. Of course, teachers cannot be expected
to find resolutions in a vaccuum. Successful implementation of problem-centered
learning will take the combined efforts of teachers, administrators, staff development
coordinators, and students. Many aspects of the learning environment will need to be
considered in order to teach with a problem-centered perspective:

12 21



each student's level of cognithe development and preferred learning style
This information is critical when choosing problems that all students will be able to
solve, or when dividing students into prockrctive, small groups. Teachers can group
topther high- and low-achieving students so that students can help one another. Other
teachers have found that pladng students of similar achievement levels into the same
group works well because they learn to depend upon each other. Grout: Ong students
with the same or different learning styles also change the dynamics of a group.
Teachers may want to try different combinations of students, as well as activities which

vary in their degree of difficulty, so that each problem-centered lesson requires the
development of different problem-solving and cooperative-learning skills. (See the
Appendx for more about learning styles and for SOme suggested learning styles
inventories.)

DYNAMITE IDFA
Styles

Cit3t1p!:'1,-1 Sludcwts Acc.otdmb to Leninci

,

Teresa Dollar,' at Sheftounty High
in Cokimbiana, gmws slockonts carefully for Ooblem-
centered activities; 'Val beOlis tie year by giving stwients a learning
styles invents:Nth* in on:10-0 And out whether Each student prefers to
learn things verbally, ,saitlIniefa0y, or through hands-ort actiVitin. Ms.
Dollar uses this knoWledgk akf hifornagion aboil theft' *Mice
abilities, to group studenht Indif*ent ways to solo protgema One
year she useda spoimso text entitled Discoverkg &away: An
Inductive Approach ($001, 1989) that does not define concepts;
instead, students are exiiedted to wotk in their groups to &dm new
wont arm, dscoliei geometric cOncepts. Students biddy complained
that the book °doesn't tell me anything," but °that means they're
thinking," excit1ned10. DcOsir.. (SOO Section il!-Resources for more
information about* geomalty Utxtbook by Serra.)
CONTACT INFORMATION::' Shell)), County High School, 101
Washington Street, Colurnbiana (Sheby County), AL 35051; (205)
669-5640

discipline groblems when worldng with smrdi groups
Suggestions am presented in the next section which will help teachers manage small-
and whole-group experiences. Choosing activities which will keep students interested
and busy enough to remain on task will help, as well as grouping students in ways
which minimize disruption. However, teachers may find that problem-cantered learning
works better when students feel free to move around and tall( to one another. It is
important to be sure that all students participate, but this can be difficwit with students
who have behavior problems or who have neglected other assignments. Teachers may
find that problem-centered learning promotes active padtipation of students who
normally do rxit enjoy school or 03 not complete assigned tasks. A teacher may want to
enlist the help of other group members to encourage a student to participate.

13
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too Mtio Snot and too mud; content
The lack of tkne in the school day or class pedod can be frustrating. Secondary trffichers
often cornpkrki that a dvided day prevents effective krng-temi projects, and all teachers
feel the presume hi °cover the contEmt." The example on pages 21-23 provide; one
suggestion on how to structure a multi-diay project at the secondary level. The success of
problem-cenhued learning activities *rends on setting aside enough time to work on
concepts kr dgith. According M Raizen et al. (1989), laving student; (or teachers) a
choloe in the problems students wa be asked Waive acknowledges the fact that not
everything has to be covered. A prentwn is placed on drvth of coverageon prok4ems
with many pads . . tint rewire depth of understandkir (p. Project 2061: Sdonce br
AlAmettcwis concurs: °schools do not need to be asked to teach more and more content,
but rather to focus on what is esserdial to scientific Reracy and to torch ft more effectively°
(p. 4). Because students will be learning sidlesuch as woddng cooperatively wid tracing
problemsas tveM as content, they will be developing the opacity to explore new concepts
even after they have left the classroom. °ft may be less critical to leave out some topics
while covering others morn fully than to try to cover everything at the expense of the larger
goals° (ivany & Wassermann, 1988, pa 293).

'ffi!.'1?'"MIMPT

e

have
turns Ina'
on one
CONTACTIWORPS, Forrest N9h School* 5530Fitestone Road, Atiksonva* my), n 32244;
(904) 771-0000

ot *norm or tosourcos to canto now Moons
Suggestions and examples in the following section will show that problem-centered
learning does rwit necessitate more planning or gathering of materials than a traditional
approach. Modfying lessons while still using existing textbooks and past activities can
easily produce a problem-centered lesson. Section III provides a list of teaching
programs, resource guides, and activity books which can assist in planning problem-
centered lessons.

14
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lack of school or district support for instruction& chimp;
While it is only through practice that a teacher can demonstrate the success of a
teaching strategy, research results give sakstantial support to the success of problem-
centered learning. Research also reveals, however, the difficulty teachers have in
implementing lasting improvements in their instruction without suwort from CORBEIgUes,

principals, and district administrators (eSquarirm the Root," 1991). Given this fact, staff
development coordinators can encourage wirninistrators arviteachers from the same
school to attend a workshop on problem-centered learning so that they can promote
similar goals at the school and provide long-term support to one andher. It is also
important tor administrators to encourage teachers to share successful lesson kkras or

strategies.

DYNAMITE IDEA Mothemx.cs to! the -Ewen y u Century-
,

Teatheis at Roast Aares.Eltenentarit In Easkty, Southearofina are

encouraged to use the components of problem-centered learning in

their lathematics for the 7Wenty=First Century° project The main
characteristics of the program include using manipulatives, *setting

up hands-on situations where students have opportunities to

explore and &cover,* asking questions which requite students to

think and reason and which mat Owe more than one answer, and

encouraging communinatiOn thrOtNIti cfiscussions and cOOperative

learning. The program designeis beleve that this spree:iv will

help chlkiren value matheMatfori and become more excited about

learning, while preparing them for work in twenty-first century

society.

CONTACT INFORMATION: Patty Smith, Elementary Mathematics

Specialst, Forest Acres Elementary School, Easley (Pickens

County), SC (803) 855-7885

After becoming familiar with the components of a problem-centered lesson, teachers
can begin to think about ways to incorporate these components and may revise their
approach to teaching new concepts. Implementation will evolve slowly; components will
be included piece by piece, as teachers connect this method to what they are already
doing in the classroom and overcome the obstacles to successful, problem-centered
learning. However, it is hoped that eventually problem-centered learning will become a
prominent strategy in mathematics and science classrooms, and that teachers will
empby a problem-centered approach when designing each new unit. In other words,
even though adopting problem-centered !Gamily; can bring about revokitionary change
in the classroom, your best path to success is through an evolutionary process. Section
II discusses the components of a problem-centered lesson and can be used as a guide
to implementation.

15



Research and practte wn that
teaming can many forms , it has main

which serve as a general, seqtential framework.
section expktins these componentsh and provides

suwestions for teathers on to in teaching
matherr and science. T ars notleel limited to
implementing problem mitered learning using this model, hat this
structure win pro guider= for ning and practicing
problem-centered lessons. Concrete examples and "Dynamite
ideas° provide fu suggestions for action. Eadr component
description inardes a sum of a teachers I

respo during that part of the lesson. The four
components are listed below, with brief descriptions of what
happens during each:

1) Posing Appropriate Problems
Engages the students in an invitation to Warn. This process
begins with a westion or task from the teacher or with a
student's spontanms question.

2) Working In Small Groups
Engages the students in exploration, discovery, and creation of
Ickes. Students try to answer questions or solve problems
using materials they have collected or that have been provided
by the teacher.

3) Sharing as a Whole Class
Allows students to propose explanations and solutions based
on their own explorations. Students persuade themselves, as
well as tfxrir peers, that soUtions and new concepts they have
generated are based on convindng data from their activities.

4) Assessing Student Learning
Evaluates how well students have learned the skills and
concepts that are the goals of a lesson. Alternative
assessments allow stuckmts to demonstrate that they have
integrated the new information into their existing conceptual
frameworks (Loucks-Horsley et al., 1990).
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Problem-centered activities begin with the posing of a question or problem. In order for
teachers to properly implement this beginning phase of problem-centered lessons, they
need to consider the following:

A. charactenstics of appropriate problems,
B. possibilities for modifying tradtional problems/exercises, and
C. the teachers responsibilities.

A. Characteristics of Appropriate Problems
Any problem which is introduced should be viewed as a problem by the students. When
students are expected to formulate and recognize the right problem to address a
question, they are learning a key step of the problem-solving process (Pollak, 1978).
Appropriate problems must also entice stmlents to exploresolutions. Questions and
problematic tasks that relate to the stuchmts' personal experiences or interests are
usually the most motivating (Cheves & Parks, 1984). McKnight (1989) and Wheatley
(1991) s iggest some characteristics of appropriate problems for students:

Problem-centered activities should
be accessible to everyone at the start of the lesson,
be interesting to the students and related to their actual experiences,
encourne students to form hypotheses,
encourage students to use their own methods to modify or transform the
materials,
promote discussion,
have identifiable patterns,
have an element of surprise,
invite students to make decisions,
have different levels of solutions which can be reached and which students can
recognize, and
be extendable to future classroom activities or to situations outside of school.

DYNAMITE IDEA A Pioblon With Multiple Solutions

The following a tam of *whets for the
New StandardS $Int program WO* National
Center on and the LOwning Research
and Deve Iopmañt denter of the 'ilOyersity of Pittsburgh). The
problem Is Intended tor toothy** mesa Students, and has
no singb right or wrong enswiráudents am work in On3ups to
solve the probleM and present thur suggestions to the chase.

Problem:
You work in the purchasing department of the PERK Optperation.
You are given the responsiblety to write a report supporting your

17
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Using this iesson, the following changes could be made to develop a problem-centered

activity:

introduce the activity in the form of a problem prior to beginning any cllscuslion of
osmosis or cfdfuWon in the ckassroom,
provide a variety of soktes, vegetables (including marine vegetation), and other
materials for stucknts' use in exploring osnwsis,
challenge the student groups to design an experiment to find out how to make a
piece of vegetittle matter charge size and todemonstrate the change in some

measurable way, and
encourage the students, duringcllscussion, to ttdnk of examples of osmosis from
their previous experiences (such as one's skin wrirdding after sustained immersion

in water).

C. The Teacher's Responsibilities
The teacher is responsible for assuring that problems are awropriate, art that lessons are
properly modfied to encourage chscovery. However, the teacher may also want to include
students in the posing of probbms. In order to take advantme of students' curiosity, a
teacher could gather questions or ideas from students about a certain topic, and then
incorporate them into a future lesson plan. Or students could suggest activities that may

help them find an answer to a student's question, and the teacher could try to obtain the
necessary materials to allow students to try one of these activities. Teachers can also
allow students to choose their own topics for group projects.

DYNAMITE IDEA Stodonls
ojects

iriatiCS

Student participants In the msdhomatk:s department of the Georgia
Governors Honors Program are given a chance to poss And solve
problems of their own choosing. The program is a six-week,
summer camp that allows selected secondaty stu lents to focus on
a subject meg* interests them. In the first four weeks, students
Warned about particular mathematical tools and procedutes, and
practiced solving problems posed by the teachers. In the last two
weeks, however, students tvere able to work in groups on
mathematical problems thatthey designed themselves. Some
were abstract (potions about Mos, curve% and equations* while
others utitted cam experienesS to mate projects, SUM Oa
roommate compatttinty sum* Militia Stewart, who &Wed the
mathematics group last summer, beeeves that all the students used
this activity to practice mathematical skills and apply the tools that
they had been taught.
CONTACT INFORMATION: Lonnie Love, Administrator of Gifted
Programs, George Department of Education, 2050 Twin Towers
East, Atlanta, GA 30334-5040' 004) 656-2415
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After a problem or question has been posed and clarified, students are ready to wok in
snail grows to explore solutions. This Mime can provide excellent preparation for the
woik world because worldng together in grows on problems provides students with
opportwities that are &filar to the experipices encountered by mathematicians and
scientists In their professions (kihnson & Johnson, 1989). Groups of professionals
work together to conchict pure research, or are employed as teams by technological and
scientific industries to work an problems of intiwest to the induzstry. This is because, as
Mart (1988) points out, °grows . . . are more effective problem solvers in the long run
lbw are the individuals" (p. 6). Learning to apply and appreciate mathematics and
science concepts, then, should involve cooperative grow work that promotes an
understancfing of how such concepts are created and used in the world which students
will face when they leave school.

When teachers consider implementing small-group work, the following informafion may
be helpful:

A. the characteristics of effective, small-group learning,
B. the steps involved in creatim a small-group activity, and
C. the teachers responsibilities before and Wring a small-group activity.

A. Cheracterlstke c Effective, Small-Group Learning
A small-group experience is moz., effective when it is designed to give students
autonomy in choosing a course of action, and when it allows students enough time to
explore more than one method to sohie a problem. &Jihad (1986) suggests some
necessary ingredients for effective, group problem solving:

group members should bring diverse experiences, knowledge, and skills to the
task,
resources and materials for solving the probkim should be available,
an appropriate setting for prockictive work should be provided, and
members should feel committed to trolving the problem.

A teacher can help to satisfy these conditions by grouping students appropriately,
gathering materiat in advance, arranging the classroom properly, and choosing
problems that are meaningful to students.



DYNAMiTE !DEA
Lx,,...)wienck?

Betty Mc Stide Oacfaxi eclence to seveflth and eighth gffideffi at East
Choctaw airOar"IfOht her
stmlents weft* SO they can he One another. By Wet; hiked-
itsil4 said wows, slweritootgai0,0 td0 achievers to 11,0 low
artdevers underStand tfoli hit$0100.00i OfOceckue* OM 'Said* She
also design* activiges so that S*04r,smertober of the ipotOcanbecome
inmhod.:.: For en, begkutng 8 lesson On ntlnOi
ickintificatioN Student grnups areexpected to perform a number of
Identificiat***Sim

.

each student lia,tito perform
at last One of titelests: andthe.Witoletkimp hat tO arle'oll the
identificaticm of the Mineralathat they are glVen.
CVNTACTINFPRMATM:gatat Choctaw Junior High School, Butler
(Choctaw County),'AL 38904; (20) 459-3520

B. CreatIng a Small-Group Activity
When designing a problem-centered learning activity, the teacher will want to prepare
carefully for the small-group exploration phase to assure that the lesson runs as
smoothly as possible. In Circles of Learning: Cooperation in the Classroom (Johnson,
Johnson, Holubec, & Roy, 1984), the authors suggest five tasks for teachers to consider
as they implement group activities. These tasks are presented below along with related
questions that may help in the planning process. Each task is furtherclarified by an
example from a high school chemistry lesson which was created by Karen Robblee, a
teacher in Raleigh, North Carolina (Robbie°, 1991).

1. Clearly specify the objectives for the lesson.
a. What are the academic objectives and at what level are they to be achieved?
b. What collaborative skills objectives will be emphasized?

Ms. Robblee designed a problem-centered lesson because she wanted
her students to master stoichiometry problems, while participating more in
the learning process and working cooperatively. She hoped that they
would learn to enjoy chemistry more and see its relevance. Lasty, she
was looking for a teaching method that would help her get control of an
increasingly disruptive class of students who mostly 'preferred to tall( with
thWr Mends or ask distracting questions° (p. 20). The assignment for each
group was to represent a company that manufactured and sok/hydrogen
gas, and to submit bids to a customer (the teacher) of the best three ways
to prodixe a large sup* of hyckogen for use in manufacturing ammonia



2. Make decisions about pis*. skidents In horning grows before the lesson
is taught.
a. What size group wig be most effective for the time and Malik* available?
b. Who shorid be placed in each wow and what criteria should be used for

placement? 0' should studerds be Mowed h) form their own groups?
c. How km should the grows stay together?
d. How should the room be awanged to facilitate collaborative interaction?
9. How should materials be dstibubd to help students understand that they are

in a shation that reciLdree irandependence?
1. lAft4ch students should be assigned what tasks?
g. How will the groups be managed to maintain order and encounve maximum

interactkm?

Fbbblee decided that grows of stuthmts who dd not mina*
interact would work best, because they would be Vlore fficely to ftwus on
the assirummt rather #1W7 thefr plans fir the wismacend* (p. 20). The
groups consisted of four mentors each, and A. Robblee explained that
each member would assume a dfferent role In the problem-solving task;
sad; stuckmt would be the marrow a either marketing, manuftcturityl,
quality control, or personnel. The &al Ws were cis three days alter the
activay began, so gmws worked together for most of three class perlock.

baboratory materkb mug required kw this assignment.

3. Clearly explain the task, goal structure, and learning activity to the
students.
a. How muth instruction do students need to understand what to do?
b. What form will the final product produced by the group takea single written

report or paper, an oral report, a model?
c. How will each member be held accountable for his/her own teaming?
d. What will be the criteria for success?
e. How will cooperation be defined in terms of behavior that is appropriate for

group members?

In Ms, Robblee's class, students were at first daunted by the corwknity of
the probbm, and required a lot of encampment ted guidance from their
teacher But with some suggestions for stws to Now (brainstorming,
narrowing possktilitbs, evaluating ideas), students becalm challenged by
the problem, and some rejected offers of assistance fmm the teacher. At
the end of eEch class perbd, indvkkral studrmts put their work into folders
which were given to the teacher in a team ~lope. This aliosved
Fbbblee to check each studionts work. At the end of the project, each
team submitted a single bid. The team which best met all the
reqdrements of the activity received credit for one homework assignment,
but sad) team received an award for a particular strength of their bid
(such a s a Safety Award).



4. Monitor the effectiveness of the cooperative learnim (gaups old intervene
to provide task assistance or to increase students' Interpersonal mid group
skins.
a. What means will be used by teachers and students to monitor cooperation?
b. What kind of assistance should the teacher provkie when answering

questions or interating with the group in other ways?
C. What interventions by the teacher are appropriate when group cooperation

goes awry?

The team envelope, which was submined at the end of each class petiod,
allowed Ms. Robb lee to monitor the woup's progtess and ability to
coordnate efforts. During the class period, she °circulated about the room
answeting questions and vetifyity the accumw of [student] cakx&rtione
(p. 23). In edition, the team "Personnel Mantwer was expected to
plumate =potation and ptovide encouragenumt to the rest of dm team

5. Encourage students' achievement and help students discuss how well they
collaborated with mach other.
a. What is the best way for students to evaluate their own group interaction?
b. Should the whole class be involved in discussing the quaky of group

Interactions?
c. How much time should be allotted to discussing group functioning?

Ms. Robblee assessed students' attitudes about the assignment and
about cooperative learning by talking to intivkluals or the whole class
during and after the activity. One student obsetved that, *People who
don? usually do anything are heOing.11 Another said, °This sure beats
class notes° (p. 23). When the activity was completed, Ms. Robblee
believed that her students had 'learned new ways of sharing Information
and learning from each other (p. 23).
CONTACT INFORMATION: Karen M. Robblee, Millbrook High School,
Raleigh, (Wake County), NC (919) 850-8787.

DYNAMITE IDE;
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After a period of small-grow interaction and exploration, the students should be
reconvened for a time of sharing. Students may have invented many ways to reach a
viable solution, and should be encouraged to discuss their strategies and discoveries. This
subsection includes the following:

A. characteristics of effective whole-dass dscussions,
B. implementing whole-class sharing in a problem-centered kosson, and
C. the teachers responebilities during whole-class dscussions,

A. Characteristics of Effective Whole-Class Discussions
A goal of class discussion is consensus; students attempt to agree on solutions which
make sense to all of them. When implementing this phase of a problem-centered activity,
teachers will find that the success of a whole-class dscussion is almost entirely dependent
on their own behaviors as fadlitators. Whole-class dscussions which follow small-group
exploration are nvst effective in helping students negotkrte acceptable corcksions when
all students are given an opportunity to share their small-group experiences arxi their ideas
about the sokrtion, actively Osten to and consider others' contributions, and are allowed, if
they wish, to use the chalkboard, overhead proOctor, manipulatives, or other materials to
clarify their explanations (adapted from Brilhart, 1986).
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Again, the teacher might assume that Mike dces not know what he is taking about.
However, she continues to assume that what he ckI ma% sense to him, and helps him
develop an explanation that might make sense to the other children.

Teacher:
Ackan:

Teacher:

Studwts:
Teacher:

StudeMs:
Teacher:

fto theclassi °Do yar see how he did it?
°He took away it away from no kat 9 and put it to that me
first9J Addedthi d 8 to the 9 and got 17.
tars tidal a look at this part of I &dam to the last two 9s].
What's 9 + 9?
jin unison] 1 a
18. Okay. He knew that 9 and 9 made 1& Okay, he knew
that Now, he took 1 away from 1 8 and what does that Ow
us?
fin urgson] 17.
.17, and he took the 1 thet# he had over here and he added
it to tig s 9 (the firs t 9) and that made 10. That was a way to
figure it out° ( pp. 16-17)

The way in which the teacher pursued the discussion with Mike was viewed by Yackel,
et al. (1990) as having several positive effects. By not judgiq Me as incorrect but
rather assuming that he was engaged in meanimful sotivity, the teacher helped Mike to
reflect on his solution, thereby attempting to evaluate it himself. In acithtion, the entire
class hal the benefit of thinking through another solution method. Students may then
have considered the viability of their own answers. Thus, during a time of whole-class
sharing, the teacher and the students were involved together in negotiation to construct
concepts which made sense.
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C. The Teediere Ehiwonsbliffles
Successful, whole-dass sharing after a problem-centered activity reqtdres the teather
to do the following:

withhold Judgment or evakration of students' suggestions,
make it clear to the students that slhe assumes their solutions make
sense,
hek) students filter out irriSevant information or observations,
ercourage students to explain and eklbOrate upon their suggested
solutions,
reassure students that Whe will help them as they try to verbalize their
solution attempts, ard
assist students to reflect on their answers and Newt to evaluate them
for themselves.

Students may &agree about methods and sok/Non% but if the students are given enough
tim to explain their procedures ckmuly, ckcussion with other students wiN usually reveal
whether methods and concluskos are acceptable or not (Whatley, 1991). The whoie-
class discussion ki aVga an appropriate format for the teacher to introduce and define new
teminology, which the students we then encouraged to use when discussing their
methods and results (Knight, Akman, Carpenter, & Rachelson, 1990).

D `T. N A rAii to Ext)lc.)[

.Y.:4:24St.'N
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Although assessment need not take place after every lesson, the last component of a
problem-centered approach is to assess students' achievement, skills, and understancing
of the concepts. All classroom assessments should aocurately measure how well the
students and teacher toys aclOeved the goals of the lesson (Arctthald & Newmann, 1988;
Slavin, 1988). Traditional multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, and matching questions on



tests are inaftquete for assessing the goals of a problem-centered lesson. `Trulitional
tests have been faulted for neglecting the kinds of canpetence expressed in authentic,
'real life' situations beyond school-pealdng, writing, twang, and solving mechanical,
biological, or civic problems° (Arcilbald and Newman, 19889 p. v1). According to
Resnick (1987) "most current tests favor students who have acquired lots of factual
knowledge and daunts to assess either the coherence and utility of that knowledge or
the students' ability to use it to reason, solve problems, and the like* (p. 34).
Devebpment of htlher-order thinking skills is not encourned by such tests, and
students focus more on making a high score than on understancling the material.

The following infornwtion deserves consideration when deciding on appropriate
assessments:

A. characteristics of effective forms of assessment,
B. possibilities for creating and modifying assessments, and
C. the teachers responsibilities.

A. Characteristics of Effective Assessments
Due to the inadequacies of traditional assessments and the broad objectives of a
problem-centered lesson, alternative assessment strategies are more appropriate for
problem-centered activities. Raizen et al. (1989) suggest the following guidelines for
ideal assessments in a science classroom. These could be modified and applied to
mathematics as well:

Assessment exercises would be indistinguishable from good instructional tasks.
Exercises woukl include hands-on performance tasks to allow students to
demonstrate their proficiencies in laboratory and science thinking skills.
Assessments would strive to probe the student's depth of understanding as well
as mastery of a body of knowledge.
The emphasis would be on both the approach and the product, on howan
answer was obtained or a hands-on activity carried out, and on the °correctness'
of that answer or performance. (p. 54)

B. Possibilities for Creating or Pkodifying Forms of Assessment
Many assessment strategies can be implemented during or after a pnablem-centered
activity. The following possibilities are discussed in this section:

O individual activities,
O observation,
0 appropriate testirv,
O problem-solving measures, and
O small-group activities.

29



individual Activities
So= alternative assessment techniques that might be more appropriate for
problem-centered learning include the following:

journals
May teStS
potifonos of student progress
project presentations
original experiments
presentations of models
oral interviews

Such assessments may allow indivickaal students to demo:trate their problem-
solving Wales in ways which simulate the applcation of mathematics and
science in real-world situations (Lawrenz, 1991).

Hooklatit,00

scienceciaptionlk

do

v\.s,
isiospopemmitrimuip

co
=cog,
lakrtweetnithr
studerts
Mustrate
Thrombi:0 do
riflieS

'

HoOk 080

sada ehøW
assestment
CONTACT piFoRMOION:
West Call Street, Talleltassei

University School,
321106: (904) 6444025



0 ObservaVon
During the assessment process, tewhers can also record observations of each
student's behavior and participition during problem-centered kerning activities.
One way the teacher can do this 18 tO carry index cards during the day and make
brief notes about stuckonts' behaviors. These observations can be made during
problem-centered activities and later during other assessments, such as
presentations. Teachers can review these at the end of the day to add
comments and file the cards for future use in assigning grades (Ratzen et at,
1989).

D N T IDEA Obse!viiii; S idr\nt P:'01...)1(w) Solv

bti 140tikidiirietts
aged her filth-an* atudeta to solve the problem Of fliUous local
restaurant owner, She toidthóm tt., repOmmond fl brand of
paper bust to we Iflhis TeSzm The studerts wcolthIg In groups,
designed and canted out eVerfrhente which tested a number of
vaiables 'tint tisi considered Oi.vabe In a good pap:0 towet
absurbency; wet cost per rot par sheid, and for
total area. They repealed thefrdngs and made mCoMmendidions
based on Iderpretations ,

the
gimps Of'
dfficulties. She rcIted her **Nations of students' intenicthpns in her
journal and toed them as pat of the assessment.
CONTACT lNFOflMAT1ON Nh School, 178 Cooledge
Avenue, Cambidge, MA 868-1260
SOURCE: Raizen et al., 1

O Appropriate Testing
As testing is still a necessary fomi of assessment in a classroom, the following
questions may be helpful when creating or reviewing science or mathematics tests:

Are problems included that expect students to think about and analyze
situations?
Does the test include sets of problems that allow students to use more than one
step to arrive at a solution?
Are problems with more than one correct solution or with open-ended solutions
included?
Do opportunities exist for students to formulate problems and use their own
data?
Are students expected to use a variety of approachesto solve a problem?
Can thinking and practice skills be assessed through exercises calllng for hands-
on activities?
Does the test include problems that contain purposely missing or mistaken
information and that ask students to find errors and criticas the problem?
(Raizen et al., 1989, p. 83).
Are students given credit for their methods as well as their answers?
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if a teacher chooses testing as a form of dividual assessment, the tests can be
more reveallm if they are designed to pinpoint students' misconceptions, as well
as understancirgs, of sdence and mathematics concepts. Misconceptions are
dfficuit to diagnose with standard classroom tests, but tests which ask students
to explain what they were thinking when they gave an explanation provide
opportunities for students to express misconceptions and for teachers to identify
them (Almy & Genishi, 1979),

0 Problem-Solving Measures
When attempting to assess problem-solving skills, the teacher may present a
series of problems with varying structures or amounts of information. The
teacher can request that students write only in pen so that all the steps they use
to solve a problem can be reviewed. Observations of students working in groups
will also be useful for this purpose (Raizen et al., 1989).

Archbald and Newmann (1988) propose the use of essay and oral examinations
to assess problem-solving skills as well as content knowledge. For example,
after a unit on ecology and pollution, a teacher could request an oral or written
response to the following problem:

Mary is going to hike into a lake in the Oregon Cascades. Fifteen
years earlier, Mary loci been to the same lake to conckict a Wady
for the Oregon Rsh and Waite Commission. At thee time the lake
was a typical high mountain lake surrounded by coniferous trees on
three skies and wme saws, birches, and maples on the more
level, meadow side of the liWce. The lake had been a favor*,
fishing spot for her father and grandfather, produdng many shrimp-
fed rainbow trout. She learned that crawfish from the lake were
good bait for the fish.



Describe the changes you think might have =wed in the pkints
arwi animals of this environment if add rain had signifkantly
affected the area (p. 14).

Archbald and Newmann recognize that time constraints make these types of
tests dificult to use, but suggest that assessments which are designed primarily
to measure problem-solving ability can be staggered throughout a course of
study, by assessing only a few students at a time.

DYNAMITE iDEA 1(1 obIem bowing ki

Mary Do. .dthif
School for MatherrratOs and Science In Columhis, fouhd that
beginning the sdool year by loithi small grOups Of stUdents design
and awnpbate apojeCt tilloWedtrer to assess the studentlf 'problem-
solving *Ms. QM ar040,used.balloonS to measure.the viVil capacity
of maleffemakkathleticktokrthieVC sitidents in their schoOl. Another
discovered the den* dittos** betWeen diet and sweetened soda,
and a thlid groUp.60cpbredWhether the bellef in ESP inficences one's
ESP aiSlity. .Smalitioup presentitone and reports summarized
students, firtingtiand provided the tewher with informatkin about
students' problem-solving abilities. The projects Ow dowed students
to experience the way research is dons in the work world, while
becoming prepared for later class activities.
CONTACT INFORMATION: Mississippi School for Mathematics and
Science, P.O. Box W1627, Columbus, MS 39701,
(601) 329-7360

0 Small-Group Activities
When assessing the work of student groups, using small-group activities for
assessment as well as for instnxtion is pedagogically sound arxi practical.
However, when students are working together, it may be difficult for teachers to
quantify learning outcomes and assign marks or grades to individuals. The
responsibility for participation and learning rests largely with the students, but the
teacher must still assess whether learning is taking place in a group.

With some creativity from students and the teacher, a variety of group
assignments are possible. A small group could, for instance,

conceive of and conduct an experiment for the class,
produce a scrapbook or comic book which describes how they solved a problem,
plan and teach a mathematics or science lesson to the class, or
develop books for use in teaching science or mathematics concepts to younger
children.
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The teacher may choose to Ove one graft for the project to thi whole group,
and use a dfferent assessment tool to asskin InclivAral grades.

Group
sOlving
class,

CONTACT 84FORMAIVOt` Bradshaw High &two", 1201
Bradshaw Wye, itionterCe kali:bidet° County), AL 85830; (205)
764-8821

C. The Teacher's Responsibilities

We any lesson, a teacher is expected to choose assessments which am appropriate
for the goals and design of the lesson. When assessing student learning after a
problem-centered activity, teachers will want to carefully consider the combination of
assessments which will reveal the most about students' acquired and deficient
knowledge and skills. Designing new and alternative assessment strategies can be
time-consuming for the teacher, and may initially seem to be more trouble than it is
wonh. However, much of the enjoyment and autonomy which a problem-centered
activity can provide for students may be forsaken if the students must still worry about
memorizing the definition of a concept or about getting the right answers on a test.
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activities

with the pilot testing of a new
Regiceal Vlslon for Educati0n (SERV!) Lab

of middle school science teaches* dGvèbp acience-reittftd
ment items. The new 'science curriculum emphasizes hands-on

will serve as a vehicle for training teachers in performance
The teams of teachers will beconte partners In devOoping taining

nnance assessmentthat wllibelaid-tesled, revised, tuld
in the Southeast. The material!) Will provide assistance to teachers

rporate performance assessmerttaelhods into teacher-maft tests.
TION: Wendy ik40001skawnessarch Program Manager,

Sox 5367, Greensboro, NC 27435; $00-755-3277
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Mathematics and Science Education Programs

AIMS
The AIMS program uses a model of learning which includes "real worlds experiences for
students, oral and written communication, pictorial or graphic communication, and critical
thinkirg. Useful for enriching the entire curriculum, AIMS was developed for use in teach-
ing mathematics and science. Its emphasis on such skills as observation, illustration,
analysis, and application make it easily adaptable to the goals of a problem-centered class-
room.

AIMS Educational Foundation
P. O. Box 8120
Fresno, CA 93747
(209) 255-4094

Hands-On Elementary Science
Hands-On Elementary Science is a curriculum which teaches science concepts to 1st
through 5th grade students. It emphasizes the development of science processes through
the use cf problem-solving activities. Four units are introduced at each grade level with
topics such as seeds. insects, electricity, and bio-communities. The program includes
curriculum guides and materials kits.

Dean A. Wood
Dissemination Center for Hands-On Elementary Science
Hood College
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 663-3131 ext. 205 & 350

informal Science Study (1fSS)
IfSS provides 5th through 12th grade teachers with mini-units on various physical science
concepts such as acceleration, forces, gravity, time, and conservation of energy. Concepts
are presented by relating them to concrete experiences such as amusement park rides,
sports, and playground games. Student dialogue is emphasized, and science terms are
not defined until after students have explored the concept.

Howard Jones
Project Director
National Training Network
1140 Boston Avenue
Lorjmont, CO 80501
(303) 651-0833
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JEFIVO Male School Life Selena* Progrion
This is a full-par life science curricukim fcw 7th and eth grades. It emphasizes a
learning cycle of exploration, concept formitIon, and applicatkon and encourages the
develownent of tlInIdng sidils when learning science concepts. Textbooks and
materials are rksigned for use In a classroom that contains basic laboratory equip-

Sharon Close
Jefferson County Public Schools
1829 Denver West Drive, Bulking 27
Golden, CO 80401 (303) 273-6561

Life Lab Science Privram
The Life Lab Science Program, developed by elementary teachers in Santa Cruz,
introduces science as a way to solve probkoms. Based on the idea that gardening
can be adapted to many sClence lesson, studants and teachers collaborate to
transform their school grounds andlor classrooms into garden laboratories; they can
create outdoor gardens, indoor grow boxes, and even a one-acre farm. Students
participate in such activities as analyzing the nutrient content of soil, producing
compost for fertilization, and planting and harvesting vegetables.

Lisa D. Glick
Program Director
1156 HO Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
(408) 459-2001

Project WILD
"Project WILD is an interdisciplinary, suppknentary environmental and conservation
education program* for all grade hovels (Propct WILD, 1963, p. Ili), which teaches
students about the relationships between humans, wildlife, and Earth. With Project
WILD activities, students dawn, brainstorm, play games, observe their environ-
ment, and more. Many aspects of this program ars adaptable to a problem-centered
approach.

Western Regional Environmental Education Council
Salina Star Route
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 444-2390
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The following programs are described In
Lee, C. S. (Ed.). (1991). Mathematics edication pmgrams that toxic A collodion ofpmen

=employ ecbcational pmgiams and medicos in the Mdionai Diffirsbn Nam*.
Washington, D. C.: Office of Educational Research and Improvement.

Comprehmsive School Mathematics Program (CSMP)
CSMP uses game-like and story settings to lead students (grades K-6) through problem-
solving activities. Flexible enough to use with whokt dass, small-group, or individualized
instruction, CSMP sequences the content of its curriculum so that students experience math-
ematics as a spiral of Interlocking experiences.*

Clare Heiderna
Director
CSMP
12500 E. Hifi Avenue, Suite 201
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 337-0990

Decision-Making Math (DMM)
Vedsion-Making Math is a supplementaty ptogram designed to teach 7th, 8th, and 9th gnxie
students a stepty-step plan in order to solve math problems successfully. . . . A variety of
methods is used to ensure understanding, such as: westioning and planning, interpreting and
verifying, solving problems within a cooperative learning erwimnment, organizing and manipu-
lating data, and analyzing and applying solutions. All emphasis throughout the program and
the training is on process rather than solution (p. 9).3.

Laura Dunn
Kristine A. Shaff
Co-drectors
Education and Technology Foundation
4655 25th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 824-5911

Scl-Math
"Sd-Math uses the mathematics of rates and ratios to simplify and unify problem-solving in
science, mathematics, and everyday life (p. 14).' As a supplement to science or mathematics
curricula in 7th through 12th grEgies, Sci-Math uses activities related to school, home, or play
to teach the technique of facttor analysis or labelled rates and to apply it to meaningful prob-
lems.

James P. McAuliffe
Sd-Math Director
Education and Technology Foundation
4655 25th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 824-5911 39



SITE: Iluccesahd inservice ttwoup TUrnissy Eckication
SITE is a mathematics inservice program for 2nd through eth grade teachers (and their
students) which uses a probW-solving, hands-on approach to teach lther-level thinking
skills and new mathematical concepts. °Since teachers 'teach es they were taught,' the
program uses processes arK1 activities which are Immedately applicable in the classroom
as the instructional model. SITE activities are readily integreled into the existing school
mathemstics curriculum and mesh with every textbook.°

Dr. Barbara Berman
Dr. Fredda J. Friederwitzer
Co-drectors
Project SITE
Educational Supporl Systems, Inc.
Staten Island, NY 10314
(718) 698-3636

Sound Fount:Mons
Sound Foundations was designed for use with remedial or basic side high school math-
ematics classes, but can be sgipted to 7th am! 8th grade programs. Sound Foundations
replaces the traditional mathematics curriculum with a simulation game that explores topics
such as measurement, graphing, and consumer mathematics. Students become managers
of a rock band, are given a budget of $41,000, and must manage the band's finances while
organizing concerts, publicity, and record sales.

Robert Gerver
North Shore High School
450 Glen Cove Avenue
Glen Head, NY 11545
(516) 671-5500

For descriptions of other education programs, see
Sivertsen, M. L (Ed.). (1990). Science education 'mime that work: A collection of

pmven exempkuy educational programs and practices in the National Diffusion
Network Washington, D. C.: Office of Educational Research and Improvement.



Resource Books and Catalogs

National Center for improvinq Science Ethication. (1981). Resource guide: Alethenustics,
science, end tecluvology education. Washington, D. C.: Author.

This resource guide provides an annotated list of organizations, associations, and ptthkations
offering useful information and asshltance b". improve mathematic% science, and tethnology educa-
tion. it also lists resources on improving equity in eckication. Resources include publications from
educaUonal organizations, ERIC, the Educatkonal Testing Service, NASA, the U.S. Department of
Energy, the National Science Foundation, the National Research Council, and others.

Natiomil Science Resources Center. Science kw Wellies,: Resources for Mechem Wash-
ington, D. C.: National Academy Press.

The National Science Resources Center (=piled this annotated elementary science resource
guide from their convuterized database of science curricula and teachkg materials. it includes
curriculum materials for teaching life, earth, and physical science, health, and human biology. Lists
of science activity books and magazines for children and teachers are also induded. A resource
guide for middle school science teachers kt under development. Available for $9.95 (less for quan-
tity orders) from the Nationri Academy Press, 2101 Corutitution Ave., Washington, DC 20418 (202)
334-3313

Sunburst Communications
1101 Castelton Street
Pleasantville, NY 10570-3498
(800) 628-8897
(914) 747-3310

This free catalog advertises computer software for teething all subject areas at any grade level.
Computer programs for teaching problem solving strategies using such activities as logic puzzles,
simulated manufacturing, or buildng a gear factory are avaiktble. Simulated science experiments
are &scribed such as keeping outer space creatures alive in the classroom, creating Oanets, or
growing plants under various conditions. The software may be used as problem-centered learning
activities or can provide teachers with ideas for lessons.

Tom Snyder Productions
90 Shemin Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
(800) 342-0236

This free catalog describes activity books, laser risk and computer pmgrams, and other took; for
teaching any grade level. Problem-solving activities can be found in such activities as mystery-
games which use matherratics, videotapes that encourage cooperative learning, and a simulation
of a geological expedition. These activities may be used to create problem-centered lessons or to
help students search for solutions.
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Textbooks and Activity Books

Science Lehman), Activitbs. (1990). Fort Lauderdale, FL: Broward Comity Public
Schools.

Tigs is a set of activity manuals for grades kirxiergarten thrmigh eight wild,' were devel-
oped for the Science is Elementary program in Broward County, Florida Eu:h manual
inckxkis exploratory experiments appropriate for the grade level which correspond with
state minimum basic *ilia The fourth grade manual, for example, includes problem-
centered lessons such as determining the activities of another classroom by looldng at its
rarbme, or exploring static electricity using balloons and cereal.

Serra, it (1999). Discoyedng prometir An inductive approach. Berkeley: Key
CurrIcuiLmi Press.

Geometry students can use this textbook to "create' geometry for themselves as they
proceed through the elivities and problems.° Lessons are designed so that students form
and test their own definitions, dscover properties of geometric figures, solve logic prob-
lems, and develop visuanzatIon sidlis Group project suggestions include making kaleido-
scopes, desiring a racetrack, and finding the height of the school building, and each
chapter ends wfth a protiem-solving exerdse related to living in a kmar colony in the 21st
century.

Smith, E., Bladtmer, U, & Schlichting, S. (1997). Super science scurcebock ides
Factory, ktc.

This activity book describes a multitude of elementary science Roth/Ries that can be used to
explore concepts in earth, physical, and life sciences. Also Included is a section on teach-
ing investigation skills such as observing, inferring, classifying, and graphing. Some repro-
ducible materials are provided for certain lessons. These activities can be used to teach
with a problem-centered approach.

U. S. Deparlmmt of Education. (1991). thriping your child bent science. Washing-
ton, D. C.: Author.

Designed to provicha parents with some simple science activities that can be tried at home;
this book could easily be used in an elementary classroom as well. Activities include using
soap to power a paper boat, growing mold, and dscovering adhesives at home and in
nature. Each wtivity inckiifts a list of suggested materials, and each is followed with
questions for children about what they saw or experienced. These activities could intro-
duce a number of problem-centered lessons in the classroom.

Order free from R. Woods, Consumer Information Center, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
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Winter, M. J., Lappan, G., Phillips, E., and Fitzgerald, W. (1986). 4motial visualization.
Menlo Pait, CA: Addison-Wesley.

This activity book was developed by the kiddie Grades Mathematics Project, which is a
curriculum program for grades 5 through & The instructional model used by this project is
a launch, explore, and summarizrr apixoach in which the teather introckliles a challenge,
students explore solutions using problem-solving strategies, and the whole class discusses
their findings. Each lesson providrn suggestions on what the teacher can do, say, and
expect when encouraging students to discover solutions to problems.



Other Publications

Alabarna State lkyartment of Education, Melon of Student htstructional Srovices.
Coq:endive learidng: lith:g mood. Montgomery, AL: Author.

This teacher training manual provides a wealth of information about the theory of coopera-
tive learning, the steps for planning and implementing cooperative lessons, how to teach
cooperative skills, different ways to use cooperative learning in the classroom, and how to
evakate corwerative pmjects. The mature] also provides forms and docklists for teachers
to use, a glossary of key words, answers to commonly asked questkmsabout cooperative
learning, and an extensive bibliography for more infornudion. This manual may be helpful
in implementing the small-group portion of a problem-centered lesson.

Biological Sciences Cwrkulum Study. inwiententatkm guide: Science kr tifo and
Why: integrating science, techndogy, and health.

This implementation guide for the Science for Ufe and Uving program can be a useful
resource for systemic change in the teaching of science. It includes suggestions for man-
aging cooperative learning and for implementing assessment changes and staff develop-
ment programs. The information provideci :euld be used to implement a problem-centered
approach in a school.

Available from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics:

Cuffielthill, and evaluation stendards for sciwol mammoths. (1989). Reston,
VA: NCTM.

Designed to establish a broad framework which will guide reform in school math-
ematics, this book contains a vision of what K through 12 mathematics curricula
should include in terms of content priority and emphasis. As school staff, school
districts, states, and other groups formulate new ideas, they are encouraged to use
these standards as criteria.

Professional standirds for teaching mathematic& (1991). Reston, VA: ticrwi.
This publication is a companion to the Curricuksm and Evaluation Standards for
School Mathematics it spells out what teachers need to know to meet the new
goals for mathematics education, and how teaching should be evaluated for the
purpose of improvement. The standards rest on the following two assumptions: 1)
teachers are key figures in changing the ways in which mathematics is taught and
learned in schools; and 2) such changes require that teachers have long-term sup-
port and adequate resources.

Reports are available by mailing $25.00 per report, or $42.50 for the set, to the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1906 Association Drive, Reston, VA
22091, (703) 620-9840.



Teaching Thinking and Problem Solving
This is a newsletter published by Research for Better Schools which is "devoted to theory,
research, and practice related to thinidng skills.° Feature Midas on such topics as how to
implement a thinking-skills program into the curriculum are included; the newsletter also
provides a calendar of related conference events, and book reviews on thinking and prob-
lem solving in eckication.

Subscriptions to this newletter are available for $28.00 per year (6 Issues) from LEA, 365
Broadway, Hillsdale, NJ 07642 (201) 666-4110
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ALABAMA

Mathematics
Elementary:

Human Resources

1991 Presidential Award %tamers for
Excellence In Science mid Mathematics Tomblin;

Linda Ki Oath* Winters Secondary:
Ridgecrest Elementary School
3505 Cerro Vista
Huntsville, AL 35805
(205) 532-4818

Science
Elementary: Terry Kirchier

J. F. Drake Mk:Me School
655 Spencer Avenue
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 887-2130

FLORIDA

Madwinatics
Elementary: Cheryl Mien

Seeley Elementary School
2815 Allen Road
Tallahassee, FL 32312
(904) 488-5640

Science
Elementary: Judith Stacy Gault

Heights Elementary School
15200 Alexandrea Court
Fort Myers, FL 33908
(813) 481-1761

Carolyn Eck
Bradstew High School
1201 Bradshaw Drive
Fbrence, AL 35630
(205) 764-8821

Secondary: Robert E. Hayes
Ta flosses High School
502 Barnett Boulevard
Tallassee, AL 36078
(205) 283-2187

Secondary: Linda L Walker
Cobb Middle School
915 Hil !crest Avenue
Tallahassee, FL 32308
(904) 488-3364

Secondary: Carolynn S. Howell
Palm Bay High School
1 Pirate Lane
Melbourne, FL 32901
(407) 952-5900



GEORGIA

Mathematics
Elementary:

Science

Eleanor Madelyn Willingham
Bungalow Road Elementary School
2216 Bungalow Road
Augusta, GA 30906
(404) 796-4965

Elementary: Catherine R. Robinson
Windsor Forest Elementary School
414 Briarcliff Circle
Savannah, GA 31419
(912) 921-3747

MISSISSIPPI

Mathematics
Elementary:

SdenCe

Barbara G. Albritton
W. L. Smith Elementary School
400 Hi lIcrest Drive
Petal, MS 39465
(601) 584-7660

Elementary: Patricia Atkins
East Elementary School
East 3rd Street
Corinth, MS 38834
(601) 286-5245

NORM CAROLINA

Mathematics
Elementary: Carol Wickham Midgett

Southport Elementary School
9th Street
Southport, NC 28461
(919) 457-6036
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Secondary: Charlyn E. Shepherd
Alan C. Pope High School
3001 Hembree Road
Marietta, GA 30062
(404) 578-0217

Secondary: Trissa Luftig
Summerour Middle School
585 Mitchell Road
Norcross, GA 30071
(404) 448-3045

Secondary: Linda R. Bridges
Mississippi School for
Mathematics and Science
P. O. Box W-1627
Columbus, MS 39701
(601) 329-7360

Secondary: Helen D. Perry
Mississip0 School for
Mathematics and Science

P. O. Box W-1627
Columbus, MS 39701
(601) 329-7360

Secondary: Daniel J. Teague
North CarcAna Sch,olof

Science and Mathematics
Durham, NC znos
(919) 286-3386



Science
Elementary: Lee Ann Townsend

Stokesdale Elementary School
8025 Highway 158
Stokesdale, NC 27357
(919) 643-3523

SOUM CAROUNA

klatheinatics
Elementary: Diane G. Boyd

Kingstree Elementary School
500 Academy Street
Kingstree, SC 29556
(803) 354-7233

Science
Elementary: Terry Lanahan Whisenant

Fort Mill Primary School
P. O. Box 399, Munn Road
Fort Mill, SC 29715
(803) 548-4677
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Seconchtry: Linda M. Stroud
Needham B. Broughton
High School

723 St. Mary's Street
Raleigh, NC 27605
(919) 856-7810

Secondary: Deborah W. Jeter
Wanda High School
1560 Mathis Ferry Road
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
(803) 849-2830

Secondary: Me lany H. Nussbaumer
Rverside Middle School
404 N. Bauknight Ferry Road
Saimia, SC 29138
(803) 445-7012
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Hot Topics Review Panel Members

The followirva people were asked to review this Hot Tcy*s ixiblication. They may be able
to answer questions about the use of problem-centered Warning.

Dr. Eloise Barron
Associate Director, Division of
Curriculum Services & Instruction
Georgia State Department of Education
2054 Twin Towers, East
Atlanta, GA 30334-5040
(404) 656-2586

Cheryl Cliett
Sea ley Ekamentary School
2815 Allen Road
Tallahasese, FL 32312
(904) 488-5640

Roderick S. Dickens
N. B. Forrest High School
5530 Firestone Road
Jacksonville, FL 32244
(904) 771-3000

Florence Distefano
Village Oaks Elementary School
1501 State Road 29, South
Naples, FL 33934
(813) 657-5115

Marc Drews
Education Associate, Mathematics
South Carolina Department of Education
Room 808, Rutledge Building
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-8392

Susan Engler! Bailey
Mathematics Department
Pinellas County Schools
P.O. Box 2942
301 4th Street S. W.
Largo, FL 34649-2942
(813) 588-6128
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Dr. Martha Green
Secondary Science Coordinator
Florida Department of Education
444 Florida Education Center
325 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
(904) 488-1701

R. D. Hanis
Deputy Superintendent
Mssissippi State Department of Eckication
P. 0. Box 771
Jackson, MS 39205
(601) 359-3514

Kart Hook
FSU School
B-166
Florkia State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306
(904) 644-1025

Jeck t.,dper
Ekomentary Science Coordinator
Florida Department of Education
444 Florida Education Center
325 West Gaines Street
Tallatessee, FL 32399
(904) 488-1701

Dr. Elizabeth Jakubowsid
Assisant Professor of Mathematics
Education

Florida State University
219 MCH
Tallahassee, FL 32306
(904) 644-8428



Corby Kennison
Propct Manager
Comprehensive Plan Implementation Team
Florida Department of Education
444 Florida Education Center
325 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
(904) 488-1701

Dallas Maddron
Program Specialist, Secondary Science
Orange County Schools
445 West Amelia - ELC
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 849-3211

Dr. Cleo Meek
Consultant, Mathematics Section
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
116 W. Edenton Street
Nleigh, NC 27603-1712
(919) 733-3602

Dr. Linda Pledger
Mathematics ablation Specialist
State of Aktbama Department of Education
Room &V, Gordon Persons Office Built:Ong
50 North Ripley Street
Montgomery, AL 36130-3901
(205) 242-8013

Andy Reeves
Elementary Mathematics Coordinator
Amick' Department of Education
444 Florida Education Center
325 West Gaines Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
(904) 488-1701

Dr. Kathryn Watson
Profeuor of Education
Eckerd College
P. O. Box 12560
St. Petersburg, FL 33733
(813) 867-1166
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APPENDIX

LEARNING STYLES INVENTORIES

The following exercises can be used to determine the learning styles of a class of students.
Information about each student's style of learning can be used to group students more
effectively, help Me teacher choose appropriate instructional techniques, and assist in the
design of effective pmblem-centered lessons. The two inventories are based on the theory
that students prefer to learn thromh one of three approaches:

visual (prefer to read or look at films or pictures),
auditory (prefer lectures, audiotapes, and recitation), or
kinesthetic (prefer writing and hands-on activities).

The following inventory is from Baxter, W. Test for three types of learners.

To give this test, you need the following:

1. A group of not more than 15 students, as it is difficult to observe more than that number
of students at one time.

2. A list of the students' names, beside which you can record their reactions.

Reactions to watch for:

VISUAL LEARNERS will usually close their eyes or look at the ceiling as they try to recall a
visual picture.

AUDITORY LEARNERS will move their lips or whisper as th, y try to memorize.

KINESTHETIC LEARNERS will use their fingers to count off items or write in the air.

The test consists of pretending that the students are going to the store to buy a few things.
First, you will WRITE the list on the board, allowing the students to watch you, but they
must not copy it. Next, you will give them a list ORALLY. You will not write it and neither
must they. Then, you will dictate the list to them ORALLY and they will write it down.

After each presentation, you will ask your students to repeat the list to you if they wish.
Responses to your request should be voluntary and the list does not have to be given back
in order. The following presentations are suggested.

First Presentation

UST: Toothpaste, Soap, Kleenex, Comb, Stationary

1. Write the list on the board while the students are watching you. Do not let them write.
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2. Allow students to view the list for approximately one minute. Observe their rfflctions. As
you notice a student's reacdon, mark V, A, or K after Nsther name.

3. Erase the list.

4. Ask 'Who would Ike to remit the items to me?

5. Observe that the visual learners win wave their hands enthuskistically.

6. Call on them to recite orally, one at a time. (Note that after a few students have recited, a
few more timid hands WI go up. These usually are auditory Mamas who have learned the
list, not from seeing it, but from hearing dm other students say the items.)

Second Presentation

UST: Folded Paper, Talcum Powder, Nail Alb, Cough Drops, Shaving Cream

1. Dictate the list orally (no writing by either teacher or students). Repeat the dictation a sec-
ond time, pausing for a moment after each item.

2. Observe the students' reactions. Make the appropriate notation of V, A, or K after the
students' names.

3. Ask °Who would like to repeat the list?

4. The auditory learners will be the most eager to respond, although other students will try to
repeat the items you have dictated.

Third Presentation

LIST: Lipstick, Band Aids, Razor Blades, Cough Syrup, Fountain Pen

1. Tell the students to have pencil and paper ready Wwrite the list as you dictate it orally. Tell
them you will not count spelling, or you can spell the words as you dictate.

2. After you have finished dictating the list, tell the students to rewrite the fist They may look
at the one that they have written from your dictation.

3. When dm have finished rewriting the list, tell them to turn the paper over and write the list
from memory.

4. After they have finished, Oeck to see which students have been able to remit the list
wholly or in part.

5. Notice if students who were unsuccessful in either the first or second presentation of the
test are frewently the first ones finished in this presentation. These are the kinesthetic
learners.
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After you have finished these three presentations, repeat the same procedures usirv num-
bers instead of words. Use three, four-dgit numbers in each fist.

Learning Channels inventory (for older students)

Ask your students to answer "yes" or "no" to each of the following questions:

1. Do you prefer to read about something first when Warning it?
2. Do you say the words to yourself when readng a book or questions on a test?
3. Do you prefer to work with athe real thing" while learning?
4. When you learn something new, do you prefer to learn by seeing a filmstrip or film?
5. Do you remember things best by closing your eyes and seeing them in your mind?
6. Do you prefer to draw, paint, or trace things that you are learning?
7. Do you remember things best by hearing them first?
8. Do you learn by listening to tapes, the rado, or records?
9. If you were learning measurements in math, would you prefer to learn them by doing

an activity like cooking or carpentry?

When you study something to rerrember it, do you prefer to
10. write it down?
11. say it to yourself?
12. read it?

When you are learning something new and really want to understand it, how do you prefer
to learn it?
13. By playing a game?
14. Listening to the teacher explain it?
15. Seeing a movie about it?

Students who are visual learners will have answered yes to most of the following numbers:
1, 4, 5, 12, and 15.

Students who are auditory learners will have answered yes to most of the following num-
bers: 2, 7, 8, 11, and 14.

Students who are kinesthetic learners will have answered yes to most of the following
numbers: 3, 6, 9, 10, 13.

To find out more about learning styles, the following publication may be helpful:

American Association of School Administrators. (1991). Learang styles: Putting
research and common sense into practice. Arlington, VA: Author.

This book summarizes research on learning styles, reviews how schools are preparing staff
to integrate knowledge about learning styles, and dscusses how research and common
sense are actually being applied in the classroom. it provides descriptions of exemplary
school programs that are sensitive to learning styles, dscusses strategies for implementa-
tion, and answers teachers' questions about the use of learning styles in the classroom.
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SUBJECT INDEX

Administration
Alabama
Assessment
Carrfornia
Cooperation
Disdpline
Dynamite Ideas
Elementary Education
Florida
Georgia
Incliana
Learning Styles
Massachusetts
Mathematics
Mississippi
North Carolina
Observation
Problem-Centered Learning

Dsfined
Benefits of

Probl9ms
Problem Solving
Secondary Education
Science
Small Groups
South Carolina
Students
Teachers
Testing
Textbooks
Thinking
Whole-Class Discussions

3, 5,

5, 7-9,

7, 11,

3-5,

9, 15, 21
5, 13, 34

16, 28-33
32

8-11
13

5-11, 13-15, 17-19, 21, 23-28, 30-35
3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 15, 23, 24, 26-28

9, 24, 27, 30
19
6

13
31

13, 15, 17, 19, 23, 26, 27, 31, 32, 34
8, 33

21, 23,26
31

5, 9, 12-17, 19, 21, 26, 28, 31
1, 2, 4

6-8, 10, 11
16-19, 31, 32

5-8, 10, 11, 17, 32, 33
8, 13, 14, 18, 19, 21-24, 27, 30, 34

14, 18, 19, 21-23, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33
3, 4, 9, 10, 16, 20-24, 33

7, 11, 15, 28
3-11, 13-14, 16-18, 20-28, 30-32, 34
8-10, 12-16, 18-24, 26-28, 31, 32, 34

5, 6, 29, 31
6, 12, 14

7, 8
4, 9, 11, 16, 25-27
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